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Introduction

Gottifried sum rule (GSR):
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Introduction
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BEBC, CDHS and CDHSW experiments concluded that the s-quark PDF was somewhat harder than the sbar. 

Beyond extractions from individual experiments, global QCD analyses of charged lepton and neutrino DIS, along 
with other high energy scattering data, have generally found positive values for S-.

Taking into account some of these uncertainties, the phenomenological analysis of Bentz et al. concluded that
S- = (0 + - 2) X 0.001.

Catani et al., showed that perturbative three-loop effects can induce nonzero negative S- values ~ -0.0005, 
through Q2 evolution of symmetric s-sbar distributions from a low input scale Q ~ 0.5 GeV.

Introduction
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Nonlocal effective Lagrangian

Motivation:
Finite-range-regularisation Relativistic regulator

         Heavy baryon EFT                        Covariant EFT

Gauge symmetry distroyed            Gauge symmetry restored  

Ward identity, Charge conservation, Renormalised nucleon charge

Gauge invariant nonlocal chiral effective Lagrangian

Regulator derived from the Lagrangian

Solution:
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  Flavour asymmetries can arise from the chiral loops             chiral EFT 

  Why nonlocal ?



Nonlocal effective Lagrangian

Chiral effective Lagrangian

Local interaction including pi meson

Corresponding nonlocal Lagrangian

Local EM interaction

Corresponding nonlocal EM interaction
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Nonlocal effective Lagrangian

The Lagrangian is gauge invariant under the following transformation: 

EM currents including pi meson:
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= 1

Parameters:

Nonlocal effective Lagrangian              correlation function:

c1 , c2 are determined by the proton and neutron magnetic moments 2.79 and -1.91.

Traditional ChPT              four more LECs:  c3,  c4,  c5,  c6

Nonlocal effective Lagrangian
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Nucleon Form Factors

T. Fuchs, J. Gegelia, S. Scherer, J. Phys. G30 (2004) 1407

Nonlocal effective Lagrangian
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Nonlocal effective Lagrangian
Nucleon Form Factors

F. C. He and P. Wang, 
Phys. Rev. D97 (2018) 036007 

<rM>p = 0.848  (0.836)   
<rE>p = 0.857   (0.847) 
<rM>n = 0.867   (0.889) 
<r2E>n  = -0.077 (-0.113)
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  Generate the regulator which makes the loop integral convergent. 

  Generate correct tree-level contribution which makes the total one close to the experiments.

= 0.85 GeV



Nonlocal effective Lagrangian

Nonlocal Lagrangian:

Gauge link:

Nonlocal strong 
Interaction:
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Nonlocal effective Lagrangian

Normal interaction from 
minimal substitution:

Additional interaction from 
expansion of gauge link:
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Splitting functions

One loop diagrams:
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Splitting functions

Dipole form factor:

On-shell contribution:
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Splitting functions

Delta function terms:

the delta function term is the same as that in the local chiral EFT.
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General regulator:

Splitting functions
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  LNAs do not depend on the regulators. 

  LNAs are the same in relativistic and heavy baryon EFT.



Splitting functions

On-shell contribution:

Y.Salamu, C. R. Ji, W. Melnitchouk and P. Wang, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 114 (2015) 122001.
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Splitting functions

End-point term:

Local limit:

Delta term:
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all terms are the same as those in the local chiral EFT.



Splitting functions

Relationships between splitting functions:

Gauge invariance of nonlocal Lagrangian, charge conversation restoration.
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Numerical results of PDFs  

dbar-ubar asymmetry:

s-sbar asymmetry: 
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Match quark operator  
to hadron operator:



Numerical results of PDFs  

Input PDFs of valence at tree level:

valence quark  
in mesons:

valence quark  
in baryons:

quark distributions  
for KR diagrams:
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Numerical results of PDFs  

     Contribution from octet intermediate states is more important than that from decuplet intermediate states. 

          The sum of the on-shell contribution is close to the total result.
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dbar — ubar asymmetry:



Numerical results of PDFs  
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     Contribution from octet intermediate states is more important than that from decuplet intermediate states. 

          The sum of the on-shell contribution is close to the total result.

Again:

s — sbar asymmetry:



Numerical results of PDFs  
First moment (10^-2):

Second moment (10^-3):

0.299
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Summary  

     Nonlocal Lagrangian is constructed by introducing the correlation function and the gauge link. 

      Correlation function generates the regulator and tree level contribution.

      Gauge link guarantees the locally gauge invariance.

      The total contribution includes on-shell, off-shell, end-point and delta contributions.

      When Lambda goes to infinity, all the formulas are the same as those in the local case. 

      At finite Lambda, the LNAs are the same as those in the local case. 

      For both ubar-dbar and s-sbar asymmetry, the contribution from the octet part is dominant. 

      The on-shell contribution is close to the total result.

      Without fine-tuning the parameters, the agreement between the calculation and experiment is very good.
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The End !
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